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Celebrate Clifford's 50th anniversary with this collection of classic stories! The eye-catching cover

design will have red foil and matte and spot gloss.Celebrate Clifford's 50th anniversary with this

collection of six classic stories that were originally published beginning in 1963!This book includes:

Clifford the Big Red Dog, Clifford at the Circus, Clifford Gets a Job, Clifford Takes a Trip, Clifford's

Good Deeds, and Clifford's Tricks.Also included in the book is an original letter from Norman

Bridwell to the reader, information about the creation of Clifford--including an image of Norman's

1962 painting that inspired the Clifford series, the story behind the real Emily Elizabeth, and more!
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Norman Bridwell is the author and illustrator of numerous children's books, including the beloved

Clifford series, which has over 126 million copies in print, in 13 languages! He lives in Edgartown,

MA with his wife Norma. They have two children, son, Tim, and daughter, Emily Elizabeth.

I remember when Clifford first became a children's favorite book, then years later Clifford was my

son's very favorite! Now I've been buying them for my grandchildren. It was exciting to find this

collection of books that I read years ago, now purchased for my grandson along with a small, plush

Clifford! My grandson has a severe visual impairment so I try to find books for him that are not only



exciting but have large, colorfull illustrations that help to tell the story. Clifford books may not be as

exciting as pirates to read or listen to but if I remember correctly they usually have a problem that

Clifford solves. These stories were written in a time of values that were important to live by and

neighbors in need of help only had to ask. The illustrations are outlined in black, so that helps my

grandson to focus, I think he'll enjoy this book, I just hope he doesn't want his mom and dad to read

start to finish in a single sitting! These books are great for prereaders age 4/5 up to self readers

ages 8/9.This was a great purchase and I highly recommend for old Clifford fans and those who are

future Clifford fans. Toss in a stuffed plush Clifford too, you never know when someone might need

a cuddle. Norman Bridwell made a lasting contribution to children's literature, I hope future

generations get to know and enjoy Clifford the way he has been enjoyed for the last 50 years.

My son, age 3, received this book a few weeks ago and has insisted that we read it to him every

day since. He loves the pictures and he thinks the stories are very funny. Even my older daughters

who are 7 and 9 enjoy reading the stories. This book has been a great addition to our kids'

library.Update 2015.My son is now 5, and this book is still one of his favorite books. He recites the

stories by heart, but insists on me reading this book to him almost every night. The quality of the

book is excellent, because despite this much use, it looks like new.

I'm a first-time mom, and we looovvveee Clifford books! I love that these are the original stories by

Mr. Bridwell, and that each story is longer than most toddler books I've found. The pictures are

appropriate, as are the words; when my toddler is reading to me, and not the other way around, she

reads the words, and sounds out any that don't roll off her tongue. These books are wholesome,

fun, and have positive life lessons or applications. It offers wonderful childhood (and Momhood)

memories reading together! The hardcover makes for a super long-lasting product--hopefully I will

read this very book to my grandchildren and perhaps great grandchildren some day! If this is a gift

for a child who enjoys stories, I believe you'll meet with a happy child upon their receipt of it. Happy

joyous reading!

These are the classics stories for Clifford the very first ones written. So this book looks like a vintage

book and I loved that! I also enjoyed the fact they have a section to tell about the author in the

beginning of this book. If you are looking for the brightly colored new Clifford stories this is not the

book. If you want the original stories for your child, this is perfect. All my kids loved this book!



Great book of the original 5 Clifford stories, plus information about the author & his daughter, whom

Clifford's owner is named after.

We love the Clifford collection especially the Spanish version because it's an easy read for our

daughter but the book seemed to have some misprints through the middle chapters

My daughter loves clifford stories. We are able to read all 6 stories in one sitting if she is particularly

interested. And the quality and sturdiness of the book will keep it nice for years to come.

Have read it many times to my 6-yr old grandson - he reads it to himself as well.
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